FIRST YEAR A BONANZA

"So my first year of NRC is up. I have received nearly 500 stations in this first year and I am well pleased with NRC, so enclosed you will find money for another year of this wonderful DX club."


| Mon. Nov. 16 | WMBD | 1480 | Pajaro, Quarto Rico | 5,000 | 3:00 - 4:00 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Nov. 15 | KABH | 1610 | Midland, Texas | 500 | 3:30 - 4:00 | NRC |
| Mon. Nov. 15 | WOXS | 1410 | Tallahassee, Florida | 5,000 | 4:00 - 4:30 | NRC |
| Mon. Nov. 15 | CJCB | 1270 | Sydney, Nova Scotia | 10,000 | 4:00 - 5:26 | Poptronics |
| Mon. Nov. 15 | KWTW | 1090 | King, North Carolina | 1,000 | 4:30 - 5:00 | NRC |
| Mon. Nov. 23 | CFJR | 1450 | Brockville, Ontario | 250 | 2:30 - 3:00 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Nov. 23 | CFRT | 920 | Portage la Prairie, Man. | 1,000 | 3:00 - 4:00 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Nov. 23 | CFTK | 1140 | Terrace, British Columbia | 1,000 | 3:30 - 4:30 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Nov. 23 | WDGL | 1620 | Douglasville, Georgia | 1,000 | 4:00 - 4:30 | NRC |
| Mon. Nov. 30 | WAGL | 1560 | Lancaster, South Carolina | 1,000 | 3:00 - 3:30 | NRC |
| Mon. Nov. 30 | WPLM | 1390 | Plymouth, Massachusetts | 5,000 | 3:30 - 4:30 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Nov. 30 | CBCAF | 1300 | Monton, New Brunswick | 5,000 | 4:00 - 5:00 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Nov. 30 | WBRT | 1320 | Wan Wert, Ohio | 250 | 4:15 - 4:45 | NRC |
| Sat. Dec. 12 | WLOB | 1310 | Portland, Maine | 5,000 | 3:00 - 3:30 | IRC |
| Mon. Dec. 14 | YOVS | 1490 | Argentia, Newfoundland | 50 | 2:45 - 3:00 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Dec. 14 | PJC7 | 1600 | Willemstad, Curacao | 1,000 | 3:30 - 4:30 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Dec. 21 | CKML | 610 | Mont Laurier, Quebec | 1,000 | 3:00 - 4:00 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Dec. 21 | YOCC | 590 | St. Johns, Newfoundland | 10,000 | 4:30 - 5:00 | NNRCC |
| Fri. Dec. 28 | YNOL | 825 | Managua, Nicaragua | 15,000 | 3:00 - 5:00 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Dec. 29 | CKTR | 1150 | Trois Rivieres, Quebec | 1,000 | 2:00 - 4:00 | NNRCC |
| Mon. Dec. 29 | CKAD | 1490 | Middleton, Nova Scotia | 1,000 | 2:30 - 4:30 | NRC |
| Fri. Jan. 8 | KSAY | 1010 | San Francisco, California | 10,000 | 3:30 - 4:00 | NRC |

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 11 FOR INFO ON THE WDGL-1520 TEST, & NNRCC SPECIALS.

CHANGES IN STATION DATA - F.C.C.

(Purchased from Seabrooke Printing Company, Washington, D.C., 20004)

1570 Boardman, Ohio 1,000 D-3

NEW STATION

1300 WRC Spring Valley, New York

NEW CALLS

1450 WLMN Lincoln, Maine 1520 WKNT Kent, Ohio

CALL CHANGES

740 WSBR Boca Raton, Fla. from WFSG 1230 WBOK New Orleans, La. fr. WSBO

820 WSHO New Orleans, La. from WEOK 1680 WWTN Minneapolis, Minn. fr WTON

Facilities

1170 WCV Montgomery, Alabama, 10,000/1,000 U-4. Minor changes in night pattern.

1280 WWTC Minneapolis, Minnesota, to 5,000 U-2, from 5,000/1,000 U-1 & move XR SW.

(Changes in Station Data, continued on Page 11)
Nov. 14, 1946

Send DXD items to J. W. Brunner, RD-1, Box-61, Punxsutawney, Pa. 15767

Kees. Call, Location, Remarks

620 CCRM Grand Falls, NFD, S/on 5:27 A. on 10/31, Stone. Hrd to 5:35 on top

620 WLBH Bangor, Me. S/on at 5:35, Stone


730 WPAL Charleston, S.C. has FC Thursday 1:10-1:20 per vari, Fola

730 CKAC Montreal, Que. Sked. 0600 to 0100, Fola

740 WCKS Orlando, Fl. S/on 5:00 A. Tilbrook

810 WMTS Murfreesboro, Tenn. S/off 5:15, Tilbrook

810 KGO San Francisco, Cal. Believe S/off at 4:30 A. Johns us

790 KCHL Billings, Mont. S/off 2:07 A. S/on 6:00 A. Fola

910 WSBA York, Pa. Off Sunday AM's at 3:00, Fola

920 WTNJ Orangeburg, S.C. S/on at 5:00 A. Tilbrook

$ 930 WIZR Johnstown, N.Y. Had ET 1:45 A. on 10/30, per vari RS in Nov. Fola

940 CBM Montreal, Q. Off AN at least 3 times in past 2 wks. Fola

960 ZER-I, Pembroke, apparently off AN weekdays, 2-4 AM. Fola

970 WWRZ Newark, N.J. Weekday S/off 2:00 A. Fola

990 KRAM Memphis, Tenn. Nov. S/off 5:38 P. Tilbrook

1000 WSEF Hickory, N.C. Nov. S/off 5:15 P. Tilbrook

1290 WCMH Benton, Ky. Nov. S/off 5:45 P. Tilbrook

1300 WAVZ New Haven, Conn. Weekdy. S/off 2:00 A. Fola


1320 WATR Waterbury, Conn. Weekdy. S/on 5:00 A. with SSB. Johns us

1330 WEVD New York, N.Y. Weekday S/off 3:00 A. Off Mon, Wed, Thrus, Mon, Fola

1340 WHTY Flattsburg, N.Y. MM S/on 5:00 A. Fola

1350 WPOW New York, N.Y. S/on daily 4:00 A. (inc. MM.) Fola

1360 WDRC Hartford, Conn. Sked. 5:00 A. -1:05 A. Fola

1350 WWBR Windber, Pa. Nov. sked. 7:00 A. -1:05 P. No R/G or ET Periods per vari by Mr. George Ledney, MGR. Add. 14-1/2 Midway, Windber, Pa.

1370 WLTC Custonim, N.C. S/on 4:30 A. Tilbrook & Fola

1370 WMHI Braddock Hts., Md. S/on 5:00 AM. inc. MM's. Johns us

1370 WDSA Ellsworth, Me. had ET/MM on 11/2 (MM) starting 4:42 A. Fola

1380 WBFX New York, N.Y. Silent MM's from 4:00 to 5:00, Fola

1380 WGSN N. Augusta, S.C. S/on 4:00 A. Tilbrook

1390 WPRL Syracuse, N.Y. MM S/on 4:55 A. Fola

1430 WTGW Knoxville, Tenn. MM S/on 5:00 A. all C-W, Fola

1430 WJNR Newark, N.J. Daily S/off 2:00 A. S/on 5:30 ex. Sun. Carrier on at 5:00

1440 WBCM Bay City, Mich. S/on 5:00 A. at WSB, Tilbrook

1460 WPON Pontiac, Mich. S/on 4:30 A. " Tilbrook

1470 WDOL Athens, Ga. S/on MM's at 5:00 A. Fola

1480 WHIN New York, N.Y. Weekdy S/off 5:00 A. S/off 2:00 A. Fola

1490 WENJ LoCust, N.H. Weekday S/off 1:05 A. (Sun. inc.) MM S/off 12:05, Fola

1500 WTCO Toledo, O. Sun. S/on still 6:45 A. JWB


1570 KOLS Pryor, Okla. Nov. S/off 6:15 with SSB. Tilbrook


1580 WBRR Travelers Rest, S.C. Nov. S/off 5:30 P. JWB

1580 WNJJ Shelbyville, Tenn. Nov. S/off 5:45 P. JWB

1590 WAIK Galusburg, Ill. Nov. S/off 5:45 P. Tilbrook

1590 WZUM Gurnee Lagoon, Pa. Nov. S/off 5:00 P. Tilbrook

1590 WSMH Massena, N.Y. still AN exc-MM and possibly Sk. Fola

1600 WERF Key West, Fla., in clear MM's, SSB QM? Tilbrook

1600 WHSB Raymond Beach, Fla. R/G heard per list, 11/2, Tilbrook

1600 CJRN Niagara Falls, Ont. Ralph Johns sends newspaper skeds giving time as weekdays 6:05 to 12:04 MInt. Sun. 7:00 AM to Midnight, no AN mentioned.

That's everything new here, nice lot of skeds but too few reporters, lots

hear from more of you, your better tips would look o'n this page and make for easy filing & reference beside the RC. TXN, JWB

5:10 WJW Radio Grandas on Sonora heard 11/5 and 11/6. Didn't get the city yet.

1570 WAPS Amsterdam, N.Y. f/c tone 1st Sat. 12:15-12:45 (Bill Stone)

No announcements, TD in code (Dick Cooper)
Billy Andres - 111-38 128 Street - South Ozone Park, Queens, New York - 11420

Hi from a new member. I'm 17, and according to the membership card I joined the Club on Halloween. I first heard about the NNC on WAGY, 10/15/64. Most of my DXing is done at SSS and Saturday mornings. I haven't been exactly moving mountains with the number of stations verified, but I hear that they are considered important. I have been working around 73-75% in that department. Best verified include WHE in the West, WHY in the East, WDCY & WNNY, which surprised me by blasting in here for a full half hour on top of everything in the Radio Log last 9/14. "Flying WNNY" seems to have quieted down somewhat. Anybody have any news on it? I'm awaiting answers from WREW, WYNG, WREW. Reception in North Bergen, N.J. is ridiculous. I listened about a mile and a half from what seemed like one big joke. I did manage to get WEMM between two parts of WHOM, and pick up WWRK beautifully before WJZ, after listening for about a half hour. During October: 10/24 - WAVE, WSS in the West, WREC in the East, and something like WCR on 1470 from Raleigh? Any ideas, anyone? 10/29 - CBH KISW WAGO NDW & WVEC. At SSS (finally) 11/27 - WOGC in the West, WHPL in the East. Halloween morn, WOCO WETB WENC and something like WSSR on 1490. 11/5 - WNO WTON and long-awaited WAGY, N.C. Does anyone know the s/on time of WCRW, and is WAPC, Riverhead, N.Y. on the air? That's all, folks. (Welcome to the NNC, Billy, and your reports are welcome, too! WAGY is on the air, directional away from NYC -L.)

Joe Fela - 197 Goodwin Avenue - Newark, New Jersey - 07112

Veries since the last report are v/s from WBT-910 WAKC-1490 KSW-970 WENG-1530 WJZ-930 (RS later this month) & WVOC-1500. Also v/q's from CBNE-1370 WATX-1240 WPAL-730, Rheinsender-1016 (along with a letter) & WGNM-1150. Also in, a v/f from KCUL-1540 & a postcard from WITN-510. 81% of the stations reported have verified for me as I seldom send f/s or report a station a second time when it fails to answer the first report. Recent DX: 10/26-12:54am CBR-1010 o/a CFRA & a rockier, who was much weaker than both of them; 1:05 KGMY-980 r/c, still announcing as St. Genevieve, Mo.; 1:20 KSTL-970 -TT; 1:32 KGCE-1390 d/WUSUI; 1:55 KCUL-1540 ET/CC/TT o/a KXEL, a second Eter there with mx, call seemed to be C but a tentative report to KGEC netted a negative reply - who? I seriously doubt if it was WDON others reported that morning as very much weaker than even KCUL; 2:04 WNAB-1450 AN, a powerhouse, though it was WPOG at first; 2:16 WVOG-1550 announcing as an ET, QSLed it as a f/c; 2:30 OCP-1400 heard, couldn't make out ID if given; 2:40 WJBS-1400 S-3 level; 3:05 KEOW-1460 TEST u/CBSer; 3:30 WHIT-1340 ending f/c; 3:40 WMGO-1370 TEST good but some slight QRN from CBNE; 4:04 KISW-1530 TEST S-1 level. 10/27-12:31am CWLM-1330 atop channel; 1:11 "WTTJ"-1240 giving time in GST, maybe WOWL (WOL in what I thought the call sounded like but none such listed); 12:55 - CBM-940 off, KLSA good signal; 1:29 WKY-930 way u/WFAT, call got through just before the MX in a moment of dead air; 2:00 KHOS-940; 2:21 WATX-1240 r/o way o/anything; 2:53 KFKE-940. 10/29 - 1am w/off WON-1310 with TL announcing giving the power as "1,000 kilowatts"; 1:13 WPAL-730 f/c-TT w/IDs every minute. 10/30-11:40am, ZB19-960 saying they'll be off 2-4am, believe this is regular on weekdays although they still might be AN on weekends; 1:49 WIZR-930 ET/TT u/WPAT; 1:47 EBC-938 quite audible; 2:00 WENB-920 ET/CC; 2:02 BOC-899 good; 2:21 CFAC-920 at S-9 level w/ZB19 off; 3:00 KGO-810 mostly u/KCMU. 10/31-12:50am, BOC-647, fair signal; 1:51 a/off CHOV-1350. 11/1-Interesting station on 1220 at 12:45pm "WVEY, Elizabeth, N.J." 1220 Ai, 1000s/PM, an outlaw. Modulation worst of any outlaw yet heard. 11/2-12:05am WENN-1490 a-yop channel; 12:13 WGNM-1150 ending f/c, & I've just about run out of room. 73s.

Richard Cochran - 43 Horton - Acadia University - Wolfville, Nova Scotia

The EQX strikes again! One of CCFP's four towers was downed when someone cut the guy wires. CKER, next huh? On the local scene, CKDR moved from 1400 to 900 at 8pm 11/2. Their law puts a good signal down this way. For a while mx punctuated by reminders to tune to 900 continued to be broadcast on 1400. While home this weekend (11/1) 6:30am I noticed a station on 680 IDs as CJON. A Newfie here at Acadia guessed Grand Falls. Item for SCers: No such thing in Nfld. as an SC! CBF also is very good here, & they are evidently U-2 or maybe U-4 since they change pattern at SSS. I paid a visit to CKAT, got an SC. A few veries trickled in, including CBNE WNNY & WHJ. No reports out since almost two months - & I've been very slow w/letters too! Have patience. I have been amazed by the signal strength of TAs this fall! Lisbon-565 was stronger than WNEC-650 one PM! Ernie you too noticed WNNW is more powerful than WNNF. I was surprised to see them even w/WRAM; whereas WNNR never even put a whisper behind WRAM. Howwarm? Recent DX includes WCCU-1240 WPLL-1390 & WCOH-800. 73s from a Jr. Dy Major.
11/7 AM and again a fat DX NEWS w/interesting Specials. On 11/2 (note, JVE) Special KTTT-1510 was bend mx and gave 1839, 37th Ave. and only 500w, 3:30am off; KNEE-TEST/mix and Ed Briley PD ran hour one; GFCH-600 w/Navion Balcon and Jerry Stevens got an N/VGR Chicago ID call @ 3:43 (ph #575-1212) and gam longer and got WCAO QRM @ 4:25; they're in Callander and P.O. & studio in North Bay Ont., 16 miles up. WJCS-1510 ran TT to 1:47 s/off & WLCG was RS to lam and then f/c-TT to 1:11; 1500 had WJRE u/KSTP RS ending 1:02; WEEG-1460 ran RS to 1:59; OHM, EFC's pet test call, 1:39; WINU-1510 r/c-TT; yes; SSE 4:57:30 = WJW/MH topping 1370; then WSPD's 860 @ 5am. 630, a TT speechless 5:19-5:36 (u/WPRC RS) and 6:00 Station WIXL St. Louis, Storz Bldg @ 1800 Kings Highway Elvd s/on. 11/6, on 600 was KJIB/WCAO Newans, r/c-TT XKG to 1100 to return RS @ 5:30 CBT; a TTR on 610 3:44-4 25; while WSGM AN got WSLS AN and announced as 20 hours now; believe TTR was WIP as I didn't hear 'em and WIP used to have Tuesday AM 5kw cut to 1kw (how about that, you Phil Nords?) WHLS-1450 Port Huron, Mich. weekday s/on SSE and days AM/EM, so they must have gotten the FM lately. Friday all when WGYR-810 is off (unless same TT) then KGO/KMO AN fight till KGO goes to bed after 4; try for WKM, San Juan, P.R. SSE s/on. on 10/30 it was 4:39 and 11/6 @ 4:26am. 11/7- XRN-1320 QRMed; WMXAX-1490 r/c-TT; 980 TT: no go; 940 CBR off @ 9:33 yet; 1440, WZJ r/c had another no-go; GFDR-1570 AN is a pet here; 1330 TTR @ 9:21 sounded like WELW Willoughby, 0. But I think WOH Campell 0. was it, on RS then (or am I wrong ?) Got a v/l from American EC, 277 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, by Jim Dunbar, PD, for the "Ira Blue Show" (1-4am EST); this is KGO-810 but such nor kc/s. on v/l. From CKC-730, v/l, OH, 980 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal 2, Leonard Spencer, TD said main lobe is NE and so my reception was from a "reflected sky wave" (ouy, monsieur). They operated with 500w in 1993 (now 50kw) & daily 6-1am. v/l KOUR-1230, H.D.Shanklin, D.C., Plaines BC, 207-209 1 St. E., Independence, Ia., said my 10/21 report OK & they were doing some pre-testing for the 10/28 Pop same time; f/c was 1-130am EST on 10/30, next one in six months. Thanks, B. Duffy, for trying to help). V/q by CKFM-1440 Ottawa, also mentions CFCR now on air, nothing new here for WJMD-1300 yet. 73. Seven islands *Antigua-Barbados-Dominica-Montserrat-St. Lucia-St. Kitts-St. Vincent decided to join new W.I. Federation.

Alan Merriman - 7504 Montrose Street - Alexandria, Virginia - 22312

Well, here I am with another report. It's been a pretty good week around here, so here's DX: 11/1- CBA-1010 Calgary, Alta @ 2:30am with WINS/CFRE. CJSO-1220 Lethbridge, Alta @ 3:15. CKLG-730 Vancouver, @ 4am. CBT-540 Grand Falls, Nfld. @ 5am, very good after WDAK changed pattern/power at 5:50. Another try for a verey from CKAC-730. 11/2- Excellent AM with ten new ones logged, five of them on 1510 kc/s. CJSO-1220 Cornwall, Ont. @ 12:05am. WJCS-1510 Jackson, Michigan @ 1:47f/c. WAMG-1510 Dover, N.H. @ 1:49 ET. KCTP-1510 Childrens, Tex. 2am f/c. WINU-1510 Highland, Ill. 2:14 f/c. CEL relay-1090 @ 2:45, assume CELC, Chapleau, Ont. surprisingly good signal. KT1T-1510 Columbus, Neb. @ 3:10 TEST. After logging CELC, tried 1370 and logged CBNE Port aux Basque, Nfld., weak, about S-2 but completely in the clear, ID @ 3:25. CFCH-600 North Bay Ont. @ 3:45 on DX. I called station & was on the air. KBEI-1550 Norton, Maine @ 4:10am w/QRM from unId SS. Also reported KXK. 11/5- CFCH-600 Montreal at 10 pm, this a surprise, w/QCAO. 11/5- KFVS-960 Cape Girardeau, Mo. @ 1:05f/c. Veres have been coming back fairly well w/ill this week. They are v/q- CKCW KSTP WQNE WRIN. v/l- KXOS WWDC WWHO WOCB RNE-630 & a postcard from WAEF. Still lots of reports oug, a total of 60 since 9/11. Questions: Is CFOX-1470 Points Claire, Que. on AN w/c/w mx? (Yes - WRC) Also, whp plays CBC AN mx on 1020 kc/s. Is this CJIC? Does CJMS-1280 verify? Enough for this time. 73 and see you next week.

[No name or street address: Milwaukee, Wisconsin]
Greetings from one of the few NRC members in Kansas (or the only one?) This is my first Musing, as I have been a member only since October of 1954. My totals are 728/575 with states running 44/44. Anyone interested in other puny totals I have can check the "Supremacy Ratings" soon. Hi. I use a Hallicrafters SX-100, and two antenna systems. One is a 100' longwire running in a 25 foot square, about 30 feet high. The other is a four element aluminum double dipole, having a span of 22 feet each way, and it is about 35' high. Both antennas are fed with RG8/U coax. Next, the latest DX. I have logged most of the Special programs with the exception of the two I wanted most. That is always the way it goes at this QTH. I was unable to log WKBK-1250, which would have given me a new state. The other one was CHGM-560, which also was needed. On 10/26 W4GD & KISL were both logged easily. Other loggings by date: 10/26- KFSA-950 @ 1:17 with a f/c; WQXL-1470 @ 1:23 f/c; KGPC-1340 @ 1:40 f/c; KDWA-1460, @ 3:13 XR TEST; KYZE-1470 @ 4:07 ES; 11/2- WJOC-1510 @ 1:47 f/c; KEHS-1350 @ 4:57 ES; KTTT-1510, @ 8:01 TEST; KBE-1550 @ 3:30 TEST. QSLs received are as follows: Radio Sensat-764 v/c; KTEA-1370 v/l; KNX-1570 v/l; WAAT-1260 v/l; WTB-300 v/c. That's about all for right now. Looking forward to 11/9 for Maine, which will be State #45, if logged. I hope to have the loop completed by that time so I can try it out. Well, that about ties the ribbon on for this time. Best DX and 73. (Welcome to the NRC, Richard, and let's have your Musings regularly, please! -ERG)

John Oldfield - 11523 84 Street - Edmonton, Alberta

I thought I'd let you know that local CHED-630 is no longer AN & off MM only, but they have made my love for them much stronger - CHED is now NSF. CHED's manager recently quit so that he and associates could go before the BBS to apply for the Edmonton Area's eighth station, possibly on 1330 kc/s., but I'm not sure of that. They are awaiting approval of the DOT, and if approval is granted they will appear before the BBS on 1/19/55 in Ottawa. Edmonton's new CBC voice, CBR-740 50kw. gives me images all over the dial, but CBR-1010 Calgary is usually covered by KOMO, who incidentally have been received here all day last week at noon MST. Good DX, third report to JBC-750 - nothing. Andy Rugg has the same trouble with them. Reports out to two New Zealders and a few other foreigners and many domestics. CKNL "97" on Highw. 97 (Alaska Hwy.) now advertises as "A damn big voice in the big dam country" as they're building a big dam on the Peace River. Fort St. John is now known as the "Oil Capital of B.C." We are the "Oil Capital of Canada" and still Canada's forth largest city (now a BIG (hi) 325,000).

I'm enclosing a pic of myself in exchange for the one you sent some time ago. 73.

Len Kruse - 1576 Glen Oak Street - Dubuque, Iowa - 52002

The morning of 10/26 was profitable to my DX Log with all three NRC DX TESTs heard as scheduled; namely KDWA-1460 Hastings, Minn. followed by WMGO-1370 Canton, Miss. and then KISM-1530, Shakopee, Minn. The WKBK-DX-1250 Manchester, N.H. which was listed for a DX that same morning was impossible to hear with both ANs going strong, namely WYKT & WRBN. On 10/29 Station KAEI-1560 Abilene, Kansas was logged with a f/c TT from 1:15 am with WDXR QRM. The DX TEST set for 11/2 from KTTT-1510 Columbus, Neb. was heard well from 5-3:30am in the clear, for a new catch. The other two DXs set for 11/2 coming from CFCH & KBEI were heard as sked, but not new to my DX Log. The new AN Station CJRN-1500 Niagara Falls, Ont. was logged on 10/3 from 4:15-6am, with some WDXR QRM. It was good to hear CJRN, as I visited the station when in Niagara Falls during the NRC Convention two months ago. The latest verifications added to my collection included v/ls from W7EB WBBY WILF WOFM WPHC WAAD. This brings my verie count to 3,785.

Don Epert - 1240 East Bowman Street - South Bend, Indiana - 46613

Hi y'all. Once again not too much to say, but I thought I would report so I wouldn't be labeled a non-reporter. Hi. Latest measr DX here is: 11/4- W7DBW-1480 heard on ES @ 4:23am, WWJ-950 AN for ER I think @ 4:30, and WATE-620 @ 5am SSB. 11/5- WDME-1370 @ 5:49pm s/off. Once again no veries this week. Now that FB Season's finally over I can devote more time to the other things, mainly DX. My early morning listening is pretty well shot because of an early class but I'll have lots of time in the PM to DX. S0ers: W7JVA has started printing 'em again. I have plenty. Some of my traders are KYOU WIBG WSET-TV WJPS & WHLO. 73 and go Notre Dame.

Norm Maguire (vacationing in Kailua, Hawaii)

Howdy - Polly and I are having a fine time in the Islands. Two days in Hilo area. Fly today to Kauai. Saw the Lealakawua station on the hillside yesterday, could only copy Hilo stations on car radio at Hilo & Puna. At Kuna, the Enolulu stations come in fine
November 14, 1964

Ben Dangerfield - 202 Governor's Drive - Chester, Pennsylvania - 19103

Dx news

Hi fellow DX'ers. DX here is almost nil, save those beautiful tests. To date, I have heard all TSTs save GHCM and WKKR. Was WKKR on? I sure don't think so. Manchester is not that far from here, and not a peep heard from them. All other DXes were reasonably easy to copy. KISM was a mitc difficult, but I did get a log from 4:21-4:30 for a report. Reports out to all except CFCH. Here is the rest, which is very little, of my recent DX: 11/2- WPON-1460 at 4:31, WYVE-1480 at 4:33. 11/7 was good for foreign stuff, but I won't mention it now -- save it for later. 11/8- KOK-530 at 5:15am, a long-wanted one here. Tried every MM for 'em, then I get them on a Sunday. Oh well, I got 'em! Hey, be sure NOT to join the Scarsdale NY Chapter of the 1360 Love Club. It's for the birds, dope birds, to be exact. I was glad to see that new f/c list. I'm sorry I forget to send you all my checks, Joe, but I won't forget again. Hey Frank Merrill, you still alive? If my memory serves me right, you have a tape of mine. I am just DXING to hear that voice of yours! Recent veries here are: KOB at last, for 46th state verified, KSOO WAPK WGNR, and a card from WJTO which was not filled in. Can I count it, Ernie, or should I f/up? I filled it in myself. What would you do? (Count it! It certainly was intended to be a verie, or else they wouldn't have sent it the way I look at it, Rich -ERC) For those of you needing South Dakota, I would try for KSOO about 5:30-7:30am any SM. They really come in good with the loop, but Mike has gotten them without it, so it can be done. I have 28 veries in the Domestic Contest, and Jerry Conrad, you are not going to run away with it! There are lots of us fellows who will give you lots of competition. Hope all of you are enjoying the DX season. Keep DXing. That's about it from here, and who said that Detroit was the next NFL champ? Look who's #1 in the East - Cleveland! And don't say I didn't tell you so. 73s and 144s, of course. I'll be in N.Y. on 11/28, but not at yourplace. I'll be at Shea Stadium, so see the Jets along with our whole FB team. Sorry I couldn't come!

Ronald J. Musico - 124 Park Avenue - Windsor, Connecticut - 06095

News: WHYN-560 announced 10/28 that they upped power to 5,000w. that morning at 6am EST. Reports out to OKG & CKY. Been DXing here but none of the TSTs was heard. My Heathkit Monica is back at the factory for a complete re-alignment; using AM/PM radio with longwire till it gets back. Till next time, 73.

John W, Damler - 19997 Ward - Detroit 35, Michigan

Old and new DX: 9/16- WHPB-1050 s/on 5:45am on way to work. 11/2- KNBI-1530-TEST 4:24-4:30am (at home w/OUT DX NEWS!) I collect surveys. 73, concisely.
DX has been slow here, but it really began to pick up about two weeks ago. Since we are back to EST the SSS stations have begun to come in over the 50kw. stations like WCPS o/WJR. Other recent DX here has been: Senegal 10/26, WCAL 10/29, CBY 10/29, and CHF10/30. Recent varies include: WHO WSTB WHAS WWINH and KSL (my father's U.S. varies to date). In answer to a question in a recent DX NEWS, does ZEM1 semi our varies? Yes - it does. I heard and sent them a report last April and they verified within two weeks. However, IRCs should be sent. Well, that's it for now from here but I hope to have a lot more during this top DX season. Let's all take advantage of it! (Glad to have you aboard, Jay, and let's hear from you often! -ERC)

Andy Rugg - 16 Lake Breeze - Pointe Claire, Quebec
The recent DX and varies situation here has been ungod. The only addition to the totals has been the logging of EM16-1124 from 4:50-4:57pm on 11/1. On 11/2: Univ CFCH-600 good on DX; needed GBNET-1370 had ID killed by CFRO slopover and the local 1470 mercenary also drowned out any vestiges of KTTT/KNBI TESTs. 11/5: Univ BBC-647 surprisingly strong after 5pm w/Third Programme ID & highbrow mx. There has been a strong hot on 775 kHz/ on 780 kHz/ or so all week at SSS but no signal as yet; is this Egypt? Symphony mx occasionally breaks through on 818 w/USO slopover but never any talk to give hints on Wainsaw or Anlooa, darn. Joe Felat: CKGH-980 still NSP with crummy-sounding 11 mx. 73.

Tom Walsh - 53 Neposet Road - Quincy, Massachusetts - 02169
During the past week, C/W have been fairly good. New logs here are, 10/25 - WBAK-1240 at 6:15pm, WGBB-1240 at 8:18. 10/28 - Radio Senegal on 764 at 5:20pm for first TA. I was very pleased about this. I noted them with very good signal also, 10/28 - CBY-990 at 8pm (can't understand why I never heard them before). 11/3 - WEGP-1390 at 12:05 am off. ZEM-1340 at 12:15. Pleased to get them also. I have been looking for them for quite a while, ever since getting ZEM1-1325 last April. Guess that's it for this week.

Allan L. Nissen - 265 Beverly Hills Road - Fort Lee, New Jersey - 07024
Hi again. Not too much DXing done lately, mainly due to work, school, and "outside activities." I am now a studio engineer at my school's radio station WPDJ (Fairleigh Dickinson University) in Teaneck, N.J. We broadcast with all of ten mighty watts on 880 kHz/ with a coverage area of about five to ten blocks. Ronald Schat: The XR behind WWIN is WJRZ - both in Kearney, N.J. WAT1s XR is next to the Garden State Parkway in Clifton. EFC - You were right - WAT1 does not have a telephone listing in the phone book for Passaic County. Russ Edmunds: Try mailing the station just before midnight - it should make connections much sooner. Mail will slow down to a crawl soon, with the Christmas season coming up. That's about it for now. Ernie, tentatively count me in for the 11/28 get-together. 73.

Paul Herman Jr. - 7949 South Sacramento - Chicago, Illinois - 60652
I was finally able to drag myself out of bed on a MM. Here are some of the results: 10/26 - WPGA-1070 XRG-1050 KYXN-1300 WPLO-890 WGBB-970 WPEN-590 WALA-1410 WKNJ-570 WBT-1110 WIBC-1070 KLON-910. 11/2 - WBAI-1360 KDNN-950 KEMC-990 WDR-1250 WYRK-1270. Reports out to XRG WPLO WTKA WKEN WIBC KLON WSIR WIMD KEMC. Varies received: XRG WIBC KLON and one from mid-August, KSTP-1800. I hope everyone is having good DXing. 73

Bernie Duffy - 771 Livermore Avenue - Staten Island, New York - 10302
11/9, I added WDOJ-1220, Jacksonville, Fla., and WYNB-1250 Lemington, Pa., both with good signals. No new varies, though!

"ANM" SITUATION

ALL ONS (unfortunately)
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AS THEY SAY IN TOLLESON, ARIZONA, "KIDS." "KEEP REPORTING DX SOJOURNS" - to DX NEWS.
Hi, again! This one will be short because I've only gotten a few new stations. They were: 11/1, at SSS, WDFM-550 s/off at 5pm; KIMN-950 on 11/2, AM, and WSGN-610 also on the M&d of 11/2. On 11/3, I got these at SSS: WADE-1210 WENK-1210 WSGN-790 WREB-1520. On 11/4, I bagged WAMB-1440 and WVOE-1590 at SSS, and at 9pm heard WMAA-1550 for the first time. For above on 11/2, I forgot that I also logged CKWS-960. What's Jerry Bond saying about CKWS being poor? I think they're OK. Good rr from new stations above - WSGN CKWS WENK & WMAA. I didn't hear rr on KIMN (I hear they're rr), just some public service trash. WSGN is one of my Top Five favorites - complete list: 1-WAGM tied w/WDFM 2-WFRA tied w/WATY, 3-WAGM 4-WAGM 5-WDFM. I have 55s and traders from all these except for WDFM. Not too many WDFMs (or is it WDFEs?) around - wish I could get one! Here's a tip - WDFM no longer is such - now is WDFB. Today (Sunday 11/8) I heard either WABA (probably this) or maybe WEMM right through WABC FE game at about 1:30pm. Heard WJJD at noon, also listened to WGO (Go Radio)-1590 around noon. Anyone who wants taped samples of area stations, write and we'll make arrangements. I forgot to say I still have reports out to WVLK KEBS KFH KSO WFKY WSGN & WAGM. By verie total is 85 with newsies from KOIL WIFE & KKL of late. I have 32 states verified out of the 86. Current SC total, 228. Will say 57 plus 136 with a Big Hi to San Diego's Surfin' Bird!

Chris Lucas - 88 Round Hill Road - Fairfield, Connecticut - 06430

Hi! This week I logged only 11 new stations, but a lot of them were good ones, so I'm not complaining. However, no veries at all, and it sure looks discouraging verie-wise. This includes no replies from KINT WMGO KESM KTET & KBEI TESTS. This week's logging as follows: 11/2- WZOF-1590 Carnegie, Pa. @ 4:40pm. 11/3- WDK-1530 Kingstree, S.C. in through the mess for S.C. #12. 11/4- SSS, WDBA-1270 Walton, N.Y. with longwire, at 1:30; and then using loop, WHEL-1270 Niagara Falls, at 4:37pm. 11/5- WAOV-920 Fairmont, W.Va, in briefly at 5:48pm. 11/7- WOAK-540 c/two others; probably WAIK & GBT at 5:59pm s/off. 11/8- CKES-1240 in w/a beautiful signal in FF @ 1am. They were stronger than WNTY-1260 often db at 1:05, and had less interference, also KARE-920 at 1:43 during test for Arkansas #2, WGBK-1470 (I think) s/off 4:30pm from Potomac, N.Y. for N.Y. #83. 11/9/11 was pretty bad! No WAGM DX heard here, so I suppose the test is 11/16 as Andy Rugg says in today's (11/7) DX NEWS. I logged KIMN-950 with a very good signal at 3am, after trying to null them out for 25 minutes in a vain attempt to hear WAGM. There was another station way in the background with some rr, anyone know who? KIMN is Coloreda #8 for me. WDO-1260 Arlington, Fla. in quite well with no QRM @ 3:12. I heard very weak station w/rr on 1520 around 3:40 but static much too high. Do either KCON or KKKW play rr? Heavy static also spoiled chance of Iding station on 650, maybe much-wanted KOFR. This static was not continuous as in summer, but loud static crashes. Totals now 749/93, states 41/39, provinces 9/8. I also noted WDDE-1410 TEST at 3:44, but they have been previously logged on RS at SSS. Didn't bother staying up for um WINS-1150, which comes in semi-regularly at SS. That's it. 73s. I probably will be at the get-together on 11/28, but I am not certain yet.

Roy H. Miller - Box 92 - Marysville, Washington - 98270

Hello! Events: of 10/30 saw the broadest TA opening I have ever seen; I would judge that at least 15 channels showed a TA between 10pm & 1:30am the following AM. Details are in IDDX section, but I'll just say here the lower frequencies were HOT for the first time in years, w/647 555 665 being quite good. I've heard stronger TA signals, but never so many, had to be careful though in ID as several LA splits were also showing, which is most unusual here during a TA opening. 10/31 again found TAs slowing quite early, but disappearing around 10pm. 11/2- KNX-1530 Norton, Kans. DD-TEST logs 4:05-4:30am, very heavy fading noted; KTTP-1510 Columbus, Neb. TEST logged 3-5:30am, quite wavy, although mx was at better level than announcements. Veries- BOC-1214 WIRG-1430. Foreign reports number 14 at the moment, to 14 different countries on five continents, so quality OK if not quantity! Unverified domestic reports of 9/34 reception include CXL-940 KGAR-1550 WREB-1520 KFEO-860. For the same period, WAGM wxnumber 14 domestic reports have been verified. Four foreign reports remain unverified for same period w/only one such verified. A couple late veries just in: CBNM-740 North Bend BC (resulting from f/up to letter reported on heres in last week); 11th low-powered Canadian verie FVO-750 Vietnam (doesn't specify any more exact location, indeed welcome!). Vietnam this becomes tenth Asian country verified, with North Korea and Sakhalin remaining logged but unverified. Primary targets in Asia now are Malaya and Thailand.
Farrell - 735 Arbor Drive - San Leandro, California - 224577

Well, I heard another station behind local KPAT and it was KSD-1440. Other DX as follows: 11/2 - KTTT-1510 DX TEST, KAWT-1450 v/TT, re-logged & sent f/up to COJO-880, CGAD-800, KONE-1450 (apparently NSP) VOA-1150 Marathon, Fl., VOA-750 South Vietnam, Radio Peking relay-760. 11/2- ER night. Due to the ER, I didn't feel much like DXing, what DX I did, was some while I occasionally wiped away the tears, hi. Oh well, the Senatorial race went the way I wanted it to. Many stations on late for ER: Did log KWTL-370 (ex-KWLL), KONG-1400 (behind local KPAT). The proceeding political views expressed were entirely mine and do not reflect the opinions of the staff of the MAC, or something, hi. 11/7- KCAH-1280 + s/off, KSDO-1150 @ 3:30 in the afternoon, 1.5 hours before sunset. Also relogged rarely heard KMY-1150 + s/off. Varies from: WOKO KYMN KCSU. Totals: 595/407. I was really shocked to hear KSDO so early and so close to KFAX. I know they were coming in on a skip because every so often KFAX would suddenly cut in and wipe out KSDO, then KSDO would return a few seconds later. What I can't understand is that KSDO is 500 miles away, and KSDU only 170 miles. Why didn't I hear KSDU? New antenna system seems to work much better. Before I had two antennas connected together, then one leadin coming to the radio. Well, I separated the antennas, there are now two leadins. One goes to the antenna clamp of the RX. The other lead goes to the ground clamp. The ground wire goes to the antenna clamp, and a short wire goes from there to the ground clamp. Confused? So am I, hi. (So was In Rich, hi -EBC) - But it really works wonders. KFAX used to take up 1070-1150, K300-1080 topped KFAX, but KFAX-1140 was just barely audible u/KFAX. Now it's just the reverse. I can even hear KFLS-1150 and KBSU-1130, but u/KFAX. KS 0 is just as strong as ever. WX - it's raining again, 11/8. Day temperatures are way above norm, but it really cools off at night. Less static now. Bet every WCer got the notice of the KDNA TEST on MM, hours after the test. I did & so did Bill Wilson, Gene Allen, Bob Pletsch, and others. Got an airmail postal card from Len Kruse about the TEST on Sat., so I was prepared for the test. If this is an Extra Service on the NCR, then I think it should be dropped. Don't forget the Cabfest at my place, Sunday 12/5. Write me for directions. Until next week, 73s, good DX.

John Jackson - 14503 Harfield Drive - La Mirada, California

First, KHI-930 in Los Angeles has gone 24 hours. I don't know their silent period, probably NTS. Thanks to Ed Battehwaite for his specials. They're tops with me and I think I might learn from them. I don't see why you 1360 Haters hate 1360. I hate 1360 Haters! You're all a bunch of nuts and I forbid any 1360 Haters to use any info contained in any of my Musings! All those opposed to 1360 Haters join me in this action - You with me, Ernie C. and Jerry Peterson? How many of you out there can get 13 TV stations on your indoor antenna? I get all VHF save Ch. 3 plus 28 and 34. They are from L.A., San Diego and Tijuana. To DX: 10/26, KSHO-1350 10/26. Tried for WMSO but didn't get it, instead I got a faint station playing a.m and piano mx. 3:17, KGEN came on with an 00/TT for Ets. 10/27- KLONG-1280 o/KWDD/KBHC. They gave WW ID, then went into Chinese, 10/28- GEOR-800 completely had the frequency, GEOR-900. 10/30- KFIF-1550. 10/31- KTOF-1050. 11/1- KPRJ-550, KFAT-1450, KNON-1350, KGUX-1400 KSTN-1420 KYNQ-1300 CER-1010 & KYVU-610 o/KFEC. 11/4- KSCO-1020 KSBN-1380 & KFIV-1360 all at SSS. 11/7- KI-560 KBAC-760 HBJI-940, Santa Marta, Colombia, KFLS-S/CO/KY KYTE-890 XWZ-950 TGU-880 in Guatemala, but what city? (Guatemala City; John -EBC) I heard Orientals on 750 785 & 940. Didn't get any IDs that I could understand but I think they were KZIB, Sapporo Japan, Radio Yongying, North Korea, and JOCK, Niigata, Japan. I am now at 12 countries, 50 states, and your provinces. With 237 heard, I got teams from GEOR & KGEN and have a report to Belize. You NTCers who haven't supported your Club by musing frequently - do it - or you won't get anything from Santa Claus! See you in two-three weeks. Best of everything.

Dave Dowell - 6420 Rolling Hills - Fort Wayne, Indiana

K泷 Plytheville Ark, sent their QSL, making 16 states verified. I don't send too many reports but did write to KDNA after their TEST. Ray Parker didn't get KSDU, but did hear KISM and probably WMSO. 10/24- WJRC-970 at 5am s/on, WJSM-960 at 5:11, WTOP at 5:30, then Big George's WPLO-590 at 5:55, covered by KBBS-590 at 5am s/on, WJRC-920 at 6:30, and in the evening, WJRC-1510 at 7pm s/off from a DX NEWS tip. 10/28- (Page 10)
Hi guys. It's been kind of warm around here so DX hasn't been too good. Recent versions are Radio Trinidad, real nice letter saying that they are the most powerful radio station in the Caribbean with 20,000w. Is this true? (Bonaire has 500,000w. Mike, if you can check them in the Caribbean area—WNB) Also WRIS v/1, and WJIL v/o. Reports are out to KTTP KIMJ GMRG KFEK WHFM WHZT KHAM KHSU. Now to DX: On 11/3/4, got the KTTP Special in good but lots of static from 3:01 to 3:18. Then got WHZT-840 at 3:15 w/f/c. Then got the GMRG Special in clear at s/on but then WZCT clobbered them most of the time. KFEK in clear most of time. 11/3, no school for me because of Election Day. 12:30pm, WKWT-1800 ID in ER at 12:30. Then, got one ID from WHFM-1600, was lucky to get that w/WKWB and Cuban jammer in strong. Finally got CKWS-660 in at 12:45. Then got WJJA-1150 at 12:55 to s/off. 11/4/4: Unn WCRL-1570 in real strong to s/off at 5:47pm. Then got WTTN-1810 s/off at 5:55. 11/5/4: WSPT-1000 in good until 5:15pm s/off. Unn WCBS-1290 s/off 5:45. WKAM-990 real clear up to 5:55 s/off. Unn KOLS-1570 s/off at 6:15 w/SS. Herb Papenfuss, Jerry Bond, John Gander, and Russ Edmunds, you guys owe me letters—get the message? New SGs are CFPL KTV WXZZ all w/traders. New CM, KBAT w/traders. Totals on SGs are about 160. Well, that's it from here. BCNU. 73s.

Re: John E. Sexton - Fox 64 - St. John, Ontario

Hi. My 2nd year of DX NEWS starts now. DXing my SS on 10/25 was a Radio Aeropuerto de Havana 1515-20 kc. Who—any ideas, Ernie? (S. Mors & I are working on IDing it, John—no luck yet—ERG) 11/1- WILH-1340 5:30pm, WJFF-1340 8:45pm, WSTV-1340 9:15.

11/2- WHTC-1450 s/off midnight, CHUG-1450 s/off 12:15am. WBBZ-1370, WJCO-1310 on TT, XEACH or XEAO—VJ doesn't list. They kept saying "ABC" I think. A recent DX NEWS report it was "ABC"—maybe I'm mixed up on 760 kc/s., anyway.

11/3- WNYC-830, WORK-1350 at 4:55pm. I heard a Radio Yar-Ta or Gato, an SS on 1280 kc/s., who?

WFBS-1290, WHEG-1360 on a f/c-TT 12:12-12:15am o/WSAI. On 11/7, a TT w/Morse Code ID. I don't know code, but I have a crack at it—believe it was WIXX, frequency, 1590, from 12:02-12:45am. Anybody else hear it? WSB-1550 TT 12:25am. All for now. 73s.

Ralph E. Sperry - 320 Warner Hill Road - Southport, Connecticut

I do very little DXing these days but have added a few here and there. Since my last report I put up my foreign collection with Bonaire-800 and finally received a verification from British Honduras-834 for a report of 9/63. The only Summer edition was WENW-1490, late evening. I had WCRF-1490 WWT-620 WKRL-910 WFB-1260. On 9/28, staying up late for the only time, I added CKPM-1440 WMSU-1390 WCIN-1460-test, WSM-1480, WGSN-1340 and WHOT-1330. Since then on s/off, have picked up WBI-1500 WKB-1500, WPD-1470. I hope to reach 1500 verifications by the end of the year but it looks discouraging as answers from the above batch are slow. Three long outstanding reports were successfully f/up. WHOA-870 WMO-820 & CKDM-730. I'm glad to note reports from Chris Lucas who used to be the clutch hitter on a Little League team. I coached and I'll look him up if I ever get going in this moody. I also had a nice visit w/Doc Piscotte a few months ago. I'm surprised not to find SS stations as I usually do this time of year.

Re: Vincent Gavasono - 112-20 124 Street - South Ozone Park, New York - 11420

Hi everyone! This is my first Musing since I got my card a few weeks ago. I am a Senior at Brooklyn Technical High School, and I'm 16 years old. My QTH is only about six miles from Ernie's, and my RX is a Midwest SGT-15 (1947). Now down to some DX:

10/4- EXZ-1320 AN Hurricane Watch; WMPR-1530 WAB-320 WBS-1560 WNB-1250 all AN, hurricane. WAGY-1460 w/WAZC, WBRB-1560 TT; WISE-1480 s/on @ 5:30; WSAT-1330 u/local WPCW. 10/5- WNN-1260 @ 7pm. 10/10- WCWP/WYLD-940 @ 7:30pm. 10/10- WKKR-1500 3:20pm. WERB-1500 3:30-4pm (long wanted, only 32 miles away). 10/12- WCAM-1310 12:20am s/off. KPAC-950 215; KOM-860 2:30; WDBX-1560 s/off @ 2:02, WCO-1400, PFMF-1450. 10/15- Bonaire-800 @ 9pm. 10/15- Belize-834 @ 11:30 s/off. 10/15- WVV-1550 2:26am; WBZ-1150 2:45; WCFB-1500; WKKR-1400 3:05; WSB-1490 4am; CJO-1220 4:45 (Alba, #1).
Another tremendous issue, despite another Tuesday night assignment so a Monday editing date. So to the loggings:

WHAT I HEARD...

HUNGARY. Kossuth Radio, Budapest. Squeezing through at 1655 10/30; strong. (Dangerfield, Pa.) Fair, but easily separable from CBT 11/1, 1709-1730 but alas, not much copy. (Schiller, N.J.)

MEXICO. Noted again 11/5, at 0615 Spanish station in 89-9, at 0647 gave ID as XAVJ, location as Valle de Valles; on 10/15, I heard same manner say XEXX. (Stone, Ont.)

UNIV. Definitely in German, strong signal but unable to catch ID. Imagine it’s Braunschweig. (Hoffman, N.J.)

NICARAGUA. WNS, R. Tic Toc, Chinandega, good nightly, best around 2200; this is their assigned freq., i.e., the one they announce. (Miller, Fla.)

CUBA. R. Rebelde, Las Mercedes, strong 0130 11/2; "La Voz de Cuba" La Habana relay. (Musco, Conn.)

VENEZUELA. TVIX, Villa de Cura, s/off is 2330 with anthem; 50 kw D.A. (Miller)

IRELAND. Athlone 10/31, light music to 1830, then news in English to 1835 s/off with anthem. (Pichuta, Conn.) Has been strong and easily readable of late from 1600 to 1835 s/off; Over S9 10/30 & 31. (Dangerfield, Pa.) Remarkable S9+ on 10/31 1650-1755. (Hoffman, N.J.)

COSTA RICA. TJJC, Radiopolis, San Jose, readable with pop music and ads, 10/31 at 2115. (Pichuta, Conn.)

UNIV. A station heard here under Muchlacker. (Hoffman, N.J.)

JAMAICA. R. Jamaica, Port Maria, s/on time is 0545, only mentions 3 freqs. at s/on, but four listed. (Miller, Fla.)

FRANCE. R.T.F., Lyon, logged with fine signal 10/30 0002-0050. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Prague very strong and clear 2230, 10/29. (Dangerfield, Pa.) Is 2220 nightly at s/on very good; jammer obviously aimed at B.B.C. Cyprus s/on nightly at 2229, but does a good job; no sign of Cyprus audio yet. (Nelson, Mass) Excellent signal here after 2200; San Sebastian in later. (Miller, Fla.)

SPAIN. R.N.E., San Sebastian, in like a local 1630 11/2; someone behind; not sure if Prague or Cyprus, but Middle East strong then. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

ENGLAND. B.B.C. European Service, Crewcrouch. In Polish to 2330 10/30. (Pichuta, Conn.)

B.B.C. Third Program, Daventry, from 1701-on 11/6 with ID "This is the B.B.C. Third Program" and highbrow music. Surprisingly strong, and giving YVQO-650 trouble. (Ring, Que.) Heard S6 as early as 1540 10/31. Great afternoon for T.A. Reception. (Hoffman, N.J.) Thanks to question from Joe Pichuta, a check of B.B.C. material shows European Service, Third Prog from locations shown. (ED)

LITHUANIA. Vilnius, heard weekly 2210 10/30, 10/31, 11/5; S5-6 on peaks. (Hoffman, N.J.) At 2110 10/31, but others, behind is Lisbon are being heard here; most likely German; someone under Lisbon 1815 11/5. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

PORTUGAL. EM Nacional, Lisbon, every bit as good as WEQ (audio) 10/31 1645. (Pichuta, Conn.)

UNIV. Someone with Slavic music & songs here, 10/31 2130. Vilnius? (Pichuta)

FRANCE. R.T.F., Marseilles I, 10/30 pop music & French 0030, very good. (Pichuta)

GUATEMALA. TGRT, R. Fabulosa, Guatemala, logged evening of 10/23 2200-2230 and report to address supplied by J.C. S9 Signals most evenings. (Cooper, N.Y.) Finally got around to reporting this one, mostly because of fine U.S. Pop music 10/31 at 2115. (Pichuta, Conn.)

ENGLAND. B.B.C. Northern Service, Norraside Edge, fair signal from this previously unheard (by me) EEC'er to 1847 close, 10/31. (Schiller, N.J.)

GERMAN D.R. Deutschlandsender, Suhl, logged 88 s/off 2200 10/29. (Hoffman, N.J.)

CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Banska Bystrica, probably the one here when 638 was loudest; won't say a problem. (Miller, Fla.)

UNIV. Strong hit on WOR 2200 10/30. Bratislava? (Hoffman, N.J.) Banska Bystrica has 100 kw. here, Bratislava 2 kw. Bob. (Ed.) Unknown T.A. being heard here 2000-2200, possibly German AN'er; pop music. (Dangerfield, Pa.)
770 PUERTO RICO, WHJD, Mayaguez, good signals Monday mornings 0500 s/on. (Miller)
773 UNID. Near East station in weakly around 2145 11/4 & 5; fades out quickly; I believe this is Saudi Arabia, not Cairo. (Nelson, Mass.)
775 UNID. Spanish AIR here Sunday 11/1, presumably TIXQ, unreadable. (Cooper, N.Y.)
775 UNID. Noted very weak 11/5 at 2215. (Schatz, Fla.)
780 CUBA. CMKJ, Holguin, EGO, this is your AN mystery, Voz de Cuba. (Miller, Fla.)
781 QUITO, TIC, Antigua, R. Progreso relay here from 7u. (Miller, Fla.)
786 HOLLAND, Hilversum, good audio level 2300, but QRN from Syria. (Nelson, Mass.)
787 SYRIA. Damascus, occasionally breaking through Hilversum around 2300, but not enough to take log on; cut shortly thereafter; Country #74. (Nelson, Mass.)
788 UNID. Noted past 2330 with Arabic music. Syria with higher power? (Schatz, Fla.)
789 Weak signals being heard after 2100, possibly Syria, as 785 hrdd. (Dangerfield) UNID. S/on 2300 - not Arabic; sounds like European, but not Holland. (Hoffman, N.J.)
790 EEC. EBU, Hilversum, has Plovidiv, Bulgaria, here with 30 kW. (Ed.)
794 ROMANIA. Timisoara, excellent nightly past 2200 with much talk; TVI. (Schatz)
795 IRAQ, Baghdad, with Arabic chanting & music 10/31 2210 to 2235 fadeout. How to verify? (Piechuta, Conn.) Put on open carrier 2135, bird chirp IS 2155; Man on 2158 said "This is Baghdad - Al-Jamhoriya Al-Iraqiya Al-Baghdad," so you can believe WRH on some matters, hi! Very powerful, perfectly readable, but faded 2200; got excellent log. Country #73, 11/4. (Nelson, Mass.) Roars in several nights each week, 2200-2300; Hits S9+5 on Peaks! Never heard before this season. (Hoffman, N.J.) Good clear signal occasional evenings past 2220; ID's with femme & "Green-sleeves." Reported & anxious. (Schatz, Fla.)
796 SENEGAL. R. Senegal, Dakar, 0100 s/on to past 0230; until 0200, interference from someone, Sottens, I guess, on 11/6. (Conrad, Ky.)
797 SWITZERLAND. Sottens, with pop music 10/30 0030-0055 when R. Senegal messes 'em up with s/on I.S. (Piechuta, Conn.)
799 UNID. T.A. under Baghdad, 11/4 2100-2145, most puzzling; loop said definitely not S.A.E.C., but a Central European, must be Sottens on A.W. (Nelson, Mass.)
803 U.A.R. Cairo, s/on with Big Ben type chimes & clock striking six 10/31 at 2300. (Piechuta, Conn.) UNID. T.A. reported last week is not T.A. after all; my face is red! This is apparently a signal of local source, though not traced as yet. (Miller, Wash.)
805 OCOSTA RICA. T.I.W., R. City, San Jose, L.A. programs 10/31 2245 (while waiting for Cairo). (Piechuta, Conn.)
808 CHINA. Apparently a mainland Chinese (possibly Peking, Hebei province) s/off 11/5 0930; no anthem; this frequency more or less an Oriental "gravedigger" after 11/5 A s/off and/or WRH fades out. (Miller, Wash.)
809 UNID. T.P. 11/3 with twin guns at 0759½ and 0800; Manila mentioned at 0800, but may have been news item; Language unknown, but not Oriental like Chinese/Japanese; at 0900 six quite musical time pipes were noted, followed by drama sounding much more Oriental in nature than at 0800; language at this earlier time appeared to be somewhat allied to Portuguese or Spanish. (Miller, Wash.)
812 GERMANY. D.R. Deutschlandsender, Burg, puts short TT on around 2145, then off; IS & s/on w/choral singing 2158. Bad QRN from Kiev on 11/6. (Nelson, Mass.)
815 PORTUGAL. CSE, R. Clube Port. (Miramar, s/on 0200 past 0230 11/6. (Conrad, Ky.)
816 UKRAINE. Kiev has to be Russian speaker here with fair signals 2145-2215 11/6, but burg took out ID when s/on 2215; Only Russian listed here is Kiev, and loop bearing right, as logged as such. (Nelson, Mass.)
819 SYRIA. Damascus good level here 1757 w/closing auncet in Arabic by man; off 1600; much stronger than 17/5, but got here too late 11/6 to get good log. (Nelson, Mass.) Loud & clear 1700 11/1 to after 1730; I have long tape; sounds as if they've increased power. (Dangerfield, Pa.) Who lists freq. 785. (Ed.)
824 UNID. Great frustration here; another T.A. with R.T.F. every night; s/off with the Frenchman at 1600, and s/on with him 0000; have heard audio, but not enough to ID language; has gotta be VOA GREECE as fits sked exactly, but not enough to log. (Nelson, Mass.)
829 BARBADOS. Black Rock, 11/3 2100 had U.S. EE; as good an evening signal as ever/
818 ANDORRA. R. des Valles, Andorra, from C0100 WPFA s/off past 0230 11/6. (Conrad)

827 BULGARIA. Sofia, logged 10/31 1630-1710; alone and quite strong; clinched ID when they swung into Italian at 1700. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

GERMAN R.F. Südwestfunk, Freiburg, in fair early AM's. (Schatz, Fla.)

833 TOLEDO. R.T.F., Nancy, good copy 10/31 0037-0117 fadeout. (Freeman, Calif.)

Quite good here 16/15 onwards. (Nelson, Mass.) From 0030 s/on past 0230 11/6.

(Conrad, Ky.)

840 UND. At 0315, I just tuned a Cuban testing with a good bit of power; S/off 0320; gave the "Libre Territorio de America" bit; said "La Habana," Who? 11/6.

(Conrad, Ky.)

845 ITALY. R.A.I., Rome, a fantastic S7 signal 11/1 1505. (Hoffman, N.J.)

UND. Suspect Rome, until 0100 11/6, very weak. (Conrad, Ky.)

851 RUMANIA. Bucharest good signal 2200 11/4, parallel, of course, to 755. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

863 ARMENIA. Yerevan, just barely audible 11/4 from time to time between 2100 and 2200; also at 2240 on 11/5; very hard going. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

872 SPAIN. EM1101, R. Zaragoza, lately the most consistent Spanish evenings; 10/28 Andalasian music and songs; ID by male at 2135. (Plechuta, Conn.)

905-8 GerMAN R.B. Magdeburg, anncs. Neun Hundert Vier, but not on 901; Very strong; Can be identified easily prior to 2230 s/on by repeated ID's. (Hoffman, N.J.)

908 ENGLAND. B.B.C. Brookmans Park plays with 001's & TT's often around 2100-2200, no ID's, so must be taking cue from U.S. stations, hi! (Nelson, Mass.)

917 UND. HELP! Heard with I.S. prior to 2300 s/on 10/30 with cuckoo bird ID, WRH does not show anyone with this interval signal. Who? (Hoffman, N.J.)

926 BELGIUM. Brussels, very good signal 0015 10/31. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

935 GERMAN R.B. Deutscher Soldatsender, Burg, clandestine, heard some evenings 1900-1930 w/occ. magic; ID's with "" in drum (like the B.B.C.) and "Hier ist der Deutscher Soldatsender." Seems to s/off at 1930. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

UKRAINE. Kiev quite strong at times 10/29 after 2200. (Dangerfield, Pa.) Clock strikes 0600 at 2200 as signal peaks in at 57 11/5. (Hoffman, N.J.)

944 PORTUGAL. R.T.F. Toulouse stopped here briefly 11/6 0100, very weak. (Conrad, Ky.)

953 CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Brno, in well nightly past 2230 s/on, parallel 636, 701, 1097, and 1280. (Schatz, Fla.)

UND. S/on 2230 HOT Prague (no fanfare). Uses guitar or harp interval signal from 2225 on. Six time pips at 22301 (Hoffman, N.J.)


998 ANDORRA. R. Andorra s/on with open carrier 0020; audio on 00h5. Good. (Nelson, Mass.) Logged solid at 00h5 10/31, almost like a local at times, and using Spanish. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

UND. S/off 2000 nightly; home at home with Slavic language. (Schatz, Fla.)

1005 HAITI. HVPS, Les Cayes, this is station being heard here; "Radio Cacique"; listed as Port-au-Prince in F.B.I.S. (Miller, Fla.)

1007 SPAIN. R.N.E., Malaga, noted 2130 11/3, possible special with U.S. Election Returns. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

1035 HAITI. HVPS, Cap-Haitien, s/off 11/4 at about 00h5 after U.S. Election Returns broadcast; as good as ever been heard. (Miller, Wash.)

1035 PANAMA, Panama City heard 11/2 to 2203 s/off; Report to Radio Mia, but that slogan not heard. (Freeman, Calif.)
GERMAN D.R. R. DDR, Dresden, dandy signals 10/31 with pop music, copied 1721-1800. Second DDR here, think 692 had one too after B.C. s/off. (Schiller, N.J.)

UND. T.A. on here at 23h00 nightly, but can't get audio past 1050; Bears watching as LEXA is sked to s/on at this time. (Nelson, Mass.)

PORTUGAL. Norte, parallel to 755 and in English 1600-1630 overriding WRCV 75 miles away 11/1. (Schiller, N.J.)

ALABAMA. Tirana, amazing signal for 50 kw. 2230, concert music, woman annr. (Miller, Fla.)

ITALY. R.A., Bologna, caught ID = 11/1 at 1640 36; always thought it was 887. (Hoffman, N.J.)

SPAN. R.A.15, R. Espina de Barcelona, in fairly 1650-1659 11/1 with discussion program. Barcelona was mentioned several times. Report out. (Rugg, Que.)

UND. The unid. here is WIT, Charlotte, N.C., which as sporadic radiations on 1065 & 1135, widely reported in the East. (Picciotto, Dangerfield, Schiller, Nelson) Apologies to Joe Picciotto for assumption incorrect I made last week.

MEXICO. Unid. 0230-0300 11/2; steam engine whistle between selections; "Racional" as ID. Any ideas? S-4 with no interference. (Musco, Conn.)

HUNGARY, Petepee Radio. Szolnok, solid 2340 /10. (Dangerfield, Pa.) Excellent signals; s/on is 2300. (Miller, Fla.) Bombing in with classical music 1730 11/1. (Schiller, N.J.) UNID. Believe Szolnok on 2210 10/28 85. (Hoffman, N.J.)

GERMAN R.R. VOI, Munich, with Breakfast show in English 0000-0130+, long, excellent copy for report here. (Conrad, Ky.) Good generally all evening 2150 on 10/30. (Freeman, Calif.) Very strong 1600 11/1 in Polish. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

UND. ID as R. Tempe in SS 1920 11/1; Was it YVOZ? (Burket, Pa.) Probably. (Ed)

FRANCE. R.T.F. Bordeaux 0030-0330, this one very strong 11/6, especially at 0115, when 10 db/89. (Conrad, Ky.) Very loud around 1715 11/2. (Rugg, Que.)

POLAND. Krakow/K рассказ (who knows which?) beautiful clear signals, parallel to 1300 with pop music 1967-1930 10/31, a Saturday evening; think perhaps only runs late on that night; never heard before, not on 11/1. (Schiller, N.J.)

UNID. Who is hearing a weak signal here from 2200 on? (Hoffman, N.J.)

ENGLAND. B.B.C. Light Program 10/30 to 2102 s/off & later 10/31 0210-0220 fades out after coming back on the air. Thrill to hear weather forecast for Wales, Northern Ireland, etc. (Freeman, Calif.) Clearest I have ever heard it 0045 w/ good music. (Conrad, Ky.)

SWEDEN. Falun definitely logged 0030-0115; only station coming through on this Treq. at this time 11/6; fairly good signal at times, but very bad and deep fades. Would have had enough for report, but for high storm WNW. Country #76. (Nelson, Mass.)

UNID. Several Spanish stations jumbled together around 1800; Measurements show Falun also there, but no chance for audio from Swede at this time of night. (Nelson, Mass.)

LATIN AMERICAN heard evenings. Equatorian music. (Schatz, Fla.)

POLAND. Szczecin, parallel to 1205, had plenty of company on 1304 earlier (Circa 1700-1800) but pretty clear 1900 on 10/31. (Schiller, N.J.)

UNID. Faded in briefly 1620 10/31. Stavanger? (Hoffman, N.J.)

FRANCE. R.T.F. Common wave 1630 10/31, impossible to log. (Hoffman, N.J.)

UNID. German in here 10/25 0002 w/woman annr w/news in German; tremendous S9 signal; report in inquiry to Dremen; if not, must be East Berlin. (Cooper, N.Y.) At 2340 10/29, I counted three stations here, all quite distinct. (Dangerfield)

FRANCE. R.T.F. Lille, 0100-0200 11/2, tuned in at 0100. (Conrad, Ky.)


MONACO. 3AM, R. Monte Carlo, very strong for 1st time this year 10/26 at 2330 s/on. (Burket, Pa.) From 2330 s/on past 0200 11/6, very strong & Clear. (Conrad)

AUSTRALIA. Wizm with news commentary in German 23h5 10/31; local WMW, one mile away, began testing at 2400. Pftt. (Picciotto, Conn.)

UNID. Spanish AN here 10/25. (Cooper, N.Y.) See 1527. (Ed.)

UNID. R. Aeropuerto AN here 10/26 from 1500; see 1527. (Nerss, Mass.)

UNID. Probably HECU in Dominican Republic, s/on Monday around 1400 in the clear, too busy with KISH-1530 TEST to try to ID it. (Cooper, N.Y.)

NICARAGUA. XN??, R. Progreso, Leon, new station here. (Miller, Fla.)
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CUBA. CMT, Victoria de las Tunas, Correct ID: "Circuito Radial CMT, La Voz de Tunas." Local programming, CNET, Habana, is off the air. (Miller, Fla.)

PANAMA. RON, R. Aeropuerto, Colon, seems to be drifting here now. (Schmitz, Fla.) UNID. R. Aeropuerto here 11/2. ex 1500-1508; I think too strong for Panama; modulation very poor. (Horses, Mass.) TFS has reported RON on 1505, 1508. (Ed.) UNID. Spanish s/on 0400 over/under KTSM Test 10/25 - I think I heard an ID ending with Utrado, so I believe it is the new WRP, Utrado, Puerto Rico. Stan Morse however believes it to be a Dominican. Mostly Spanish talk 0400-0430 with a little music around 0512-0615. (Cooper, N.Y.)
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VERIFICATIONS...

625 COSTA RICA. TRICERA, San Jose, beautiful Spanish V/q received; glossy white with black printing, map of Costa Rica surrounded by light blue (water) and a red mike planted in Costa Rican soil. V/s is Sara M. Mora S. Address: Radio Internacional, La Voz de la Victor, Apartado 1079, San Jose. (Cooper, N.Y.)

ENGLAND. F.B.C. Pentinon standard London Calling QSL and propagation chart; #7 English. (Schiller, N.J.)

Honduras. HRTV, T. Television, Tegucigalpa, fine v/1 in English received from Antonio D. Lardizabal, Manager, Aeropuerto Postal No. 731, Cia. Televisora Honduras, S.A. They also have HRTV satellite on 560 and HRTV-715 is 1100 watts. Hours are 0600-1000 EST (they use CST). New Country for me. (Cooper, N.Y.)

VIETNAM, SOUTH. VOA QSL to verify report of 10/19; they state "VOA-Vietnam" only; no further indication of location. (Miller, Wash.)

NETHERLAND. ANTILLES. P.D., Bonaire, letter from Mrs. Rathay Meyer, v/s, says currently using 500 kw, non directional, from a 760-foot 5/8 wavelength tower, located in salt flats in Southern Bonaire. Have their own diesel generators; also operates a 260 kw and a 50 kw; SW X, S. (Miller, Fla.)

SCOTTLAND. D.D.C. Westerly QSL "London Calling" card with frequency inserted QRM is my invention, hli (Miller, Wash.) for explanation in earlier IDDX. (Ed.)

INFL. WATERS. R. Caroline, received QSL. (Morse, Mass.) We, too, received QSL with pic of the ship. (Schiller, N.J.)

VOICE OF AMERICA's latest schedule, effective 11/1 to 3/6/65, shows these daily transmissions on E.C.O.:

VQVIETNAM, SOUTH. (50 kw) 0600-1130 to S.E. Asia.

VIETNAM, SOUTH. (50 kw) 0600-1130 to S.E. Asia. (Miller, Wash.)

Greece. Thessaloniki (50) 0000-0130(0500Sun), 0515-0615, 1030-1800 to Greece & Europe.

PHILIPPINES. (50) 1200-1400 to the Philippines.

1040 U.S.A. Sugar Loaf, Fla. (50) 0600-0900, 1400-1730 to Caribbean.

1140 PHILIPPINES. (1000) 0700-1130 to China and S.E. Asia.

1170 RHODES. (50) 0600-1100 to East Asia.

1180 W.S.A. Marathon, Fla. (50) 0600-0900, 1400-1730 to Caribbean.

1195 GERMANY F.R. Munich (300) 2200-0230, 1200-1615 to Europe.

1229 RUSSIA. (150) 2300-0215, 1100-1630 to Middle East. (Territo, N.J.)

LOG CHANGES...

620 CANARY IS. Centro Emisor del Atlantico is slogan for R.N.E. Tenerife with 100 kw. (Sweden Calling DXers #781)

800 NETHERLAND. ANTILLES. P.D., Bonaire, relays RADIO NEDERLAND 1830-1920 Spanish; 1920-1920 Dutch; 1940-2030 English; says latest schedule. (Territo, N.J.)

980 INFL. WATERS. R. Invicta now operates 1800-1200 but plans for 24 hour service; power 1 kw, will be raised to 4 kw. New address: 35, Bouverie Square, Folkestone, Kent, ENGLAND. (SCDX #761)

1034 INFL. WATERS. R. City (ex-R. Sutch) is now under new ownership. Tested new 1 kw transmitter on this freq. 10/5-7, w/old KH in parallel on 1529 (also reported as 1523). Suggested frequency is 1020 kc. Present schedule 0500-1300 (or 1400) will be extended to 1600. (SCDX #761) Note Ray Patrick's report on 1016 in 10/31 DMD. (Ed.)
Sentiment on separation of Unidentifieds from regular frequency list runs about 50-50 pro and con. In many instances, it would seem to me, such as on 1527, 836, 746, this issue, integrated unidentifieds would seem more useful. Whoops -- didn't mean to be repetitious and redundant! Sentiment so far has been unanimous that repeat listings are helpful to all; so unless space gets exceedingly cramped, I'll run what I get. Ron Schatz asks if we might separate our listings by frequency into separate "By-continent" listings as well, as Pete Taylor experimented with briefly last year. I believe, if I recall correctly, L/DX reporters indicated the present manner was more useful ... that is, a majority of same. However, will ask for opinions on this, also. This is YOUR section, not mine, and any suggestions to better serve you will be thoroughly entertained.

Radio New York Worldwide continues to provide some five minutes time for us during their DXing Worldwide show at 1400-1430 Saturdays. Give a listen and report, huh? The frequencies are 11940, 15135, 15540, and 17760.

By the way, I'm looking for great things from the WRTW people for their next edition of Medium Wave Guide. About a month ago, we received at KFEN a questionnaire from Denmark concerning facilities, ownership, schedule, etc. They are also requesting that all DXers send lists of local m.w. stations, local news broadcasts, with frequencies, hours of transmissions, etc. I would like to suggest that all DXers check as many stations as possible in their surrounding area for schedule details and forward, for MEDIUM WAVE GUIDE, to World Publications, 1, Lindorffsallee, Hellerup, Denmark. If everyone sends complete skeds, etc., it ought to be very useful.

They did it:

1. Roger Dukett, 1213-24th Ave., Altoona, Pa. 16601
2. Jerry K. Conrad, 712 So. Limestone St., Lexington, Ky. 40508
3. Ernest B. Cooper, 438 E. 21st St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11226
4. Ben Dangerfield, 202 Governor's Drive, Chester, Pa. 19013
5. Clarence Freeman, P.O. Box 12, Hughson, Calif. 95326
6. Bob Hoffman, 2102 Central Ave., Ocean City, N.J. 08226
7. Roy H. Millar, P.O. Box 91, Marysville, Wash. 98270
8. Sheldon Miller, 840 - 80th St., Miami Beach, Fla. 33141
10. Ronald J. Maceo, 124 Park Ave., Windsor, Conn. 06095
12. Joe A. Piechuta, 115 Willow St., Meriden, Conn. 06452
13. Andy Rugg, 16 Lake Breeze, Ponte Claire, Quebec
14. Ronald F. Schatz, 510 N.E., 150th St., No. Miami Beach, Fla. 33162 (New QTH)
15. Ron L. Schiller, Box 456, Monmouth Beach, N.J.
16. Bill Stone, Cashes, R.R. 1, Unionville, Ontario
17. Charles Territo Jr., 736 Market St., Paterson, N.J. 07513

As they say in Durango, Colorado, KEEP IT UP!